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BlackenbergLtd.
Baldoyle Industrial Estate, Grange Road, Baldoyle, Dublin 3

Dantherm Dantherm
WARM AIR HEATERS

UNIT HEATERS

Free Standing or Horizontal Up to 90% Efficiency

40,000- 400,000 btu/hr in Hot Water
40,000- 200,000 btu/hr in Electricity

100,000-2 million btu/h

~q
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t

Si\141\lll
lli\NCJI~
STEAM BOILERS

HOT WATER BOILERS

150 lbs/hr- 10,000 lbs/hr

150,000-10 million btu/hr

Available from the Irish Agents -

Blackenberg Ltd.

also available ex stock

Reconditioned Steam Boilers and Air Heaters for Sale or Hire
Contact Bill Black Phone: 393071 • 393126 ·• 393843
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NEWSDESK
EC & DHAI- AGM
The Energy Conservation
and District Heating Association of Ireland recently
held their AGM and a report on the progress of the
Association was given by
their chairman Peter Byrne .
The following are some extracts from the report.
"The Associating was
founded in December I 974,
and I have just completed
my fourth year as your
Chairman. It is with some
considerable regret that,
notwithstanding all of our
promotional
efforts,
coupled with very substantial publicity via the media
over the years, we have not
succeeded in having even a
pilot group heating, or
combined heat and power
scheme established or in
course of construction. As a
result, I consider that many
good opportunities
for
Energy Conservation have
been lost to the nation and
people who have taken up
residence in new housing
estates, both public and
private, have lost the
advantage of a cheap and
convenient system of home
heating, especially in regard
to the medium and long
term future.
The
most
important

event of the year took place
in early October, the
E.E.C . Energy Conservation month . Here we must
again thank His Excellency,
the Danish ambassador,
Mr. G . F . K. Harholl, who
followed on the visit to
Denmark last year by
sponsor_ing a one day
symposmm
on
District
Heating in Trinity College.
One of the years most
interesting papers entitled
"The Environment
Impact of Coal Usage in teh
Residential Sector" - was
presented to the Association by Professor 1.1.
Walsh last April. The paper
outlined possible measures
to deal with the worsening
smoke and sulphur dioxide
pollution levels with the
greater useage of coal-firing
particularly in the Dublin
Housing Estates.
At a meeting of the Executive Committee on 9th
July, 1979, a sub-committee
was set-up to prepare a
design and estimate of costs
for backfitting an existing
housing estate at present
being fed from a central oil
storage tank to a central
coal-fired
boiler
installation.
The area
chosen was Chalfont and

Sonesta housing estates,
comprising 314 houses and
a new school, at Malahide
Co. Dublin. The study is
not yet completed but it is
estimated that the order of
costs would be less than
£2,000 per house .
In response to two separate requests, technical
information on District
Heating
and
CHAP
schemes were sent to the
I.D.A. I made an approach
to the National Building
Agency for an opportunity
to make a presentation on
District Heating and a
discussion took place with
the M.D., Mr. D. Foley, on
9th April, 1980.
The apathy towards the
supply of energy in the
medium to long term future
shown by the public and the
majority of their politicians
is to be deplored. The outlook in regard to the supply
of suitable fuels and at
reasonable import prices is
very uncertain and I feel
that not enough is being
done to make the public
and their representative
aware of the very urgent
need for energy conservation, including the District
Heating Option. If we are
to go slow in the introduc-

tion of nuclear energy then
it is obvious that we must
move very fast in the introduction of the alternatives,
and I consider that District
Heating
and
CHAP
schemes offer very st rong
alternative medium to long
term options.
My great fear in facing
the future for domestic
heating, is that the high
grade, or quality coals will
not be available, rather it
will be the low grades,
which would not be suitable
for even the open fireplace .
In this scenario, I am firmly
convinced that apart from
the many advantages which..
group district & CHAP
schemes can offer, this
prospect of being able to
burn any grade of coal whic
will be available in a central
boiler in the housing estate
will be the most impressive
argument in favour of the
establishment of the group
and district schemes.
I consider that Combined
Heat and Power (CHAP)
schemes can offer one of
the best powerful options
for energy conservation. All
fuels could be used to
generate electricity in addition to supplying heat."

BEVAC LTD
TO RE-ORGANISE
1

1

The Lister Group recently announced that they
have re-organised their subsidiary company
Hevac Ltd, with a view to consolidating and
expanding their prominent position in the market
as a leading supplier of industrial, commercial
and residential heating equipment. Due to this
development they will move within the nex 2/3
months to the larger premises of the Groups
complex in Ballymount, Clondalkin, Co Dublin,
but at the moment will be trading as usual from
their Lomand Ave, Fairview premises. In line
with this rationalisation the air conditioning

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol19/iss7/1
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division will cease to operate.
Mr Tom Scott, who has been with the group
for many years, has been appointed General
Manager, Brendan Bracken becomes General
Sales Manager for Hevac's entire activities and is
supported by Frank Loughran who takes over
the company internal sales.
The products handled by the company's
industrial and domestic divisions will of course
continue to be marketed as at present and will in
fact be expanded by the addition of fluidised bed
combustion and solid fuel handling equipment.
4
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The responsibility
of being-best

meaDS

with a
And sometimes that means continuing
development work well beyond just
tting the insulation right With pipes
• d ducts for instance, the finish which
goes on to the insulation is a critical
factor in its performance. So we have
spent the last two years developing a
finish we know to be quite unique.
One which matches today's demanding
standards.
It's called Fibreglass Class '0' and is
now available on FRS 950 pipe insulation and on Flexible and Rigid Duct
insulation. For indoor services, away
from the risk of mechanical abuse, it
offers this range of unmatched benefits:
e It meets the requirements of a Class
'0 ' surface as laid down in Building
Regulation E.15 1976.
e It achieves Class 1 spread of flame
when tested in accordance with BS 4 76:
Part 7: 1971.
• As a vapour barrier, it prevents con-

densation on chilled pipes and ducts
without further treatment
e It requires no decoration and the
white surface can be cleaned with
water or mild solvents.
• Unlike canvas, it is not subject to rot
or ageing.
Class '0' is an innovation that pays off
'n three ways- simpler specification for
e consultant, simpler stocking for the
merchant and contractor, and simpler
application for the operative. Class '0'
provides in a single finish all that's
needed for hot and cold pipes and ducts,
in both exposed and concealed environments. And that cuts time, trouble and
costs for everybody.
A good example of innovating with a
purpose - by a company that accepts
the responsibility of being best

11BBI!GLASS
the best way to say
insulation

@ Fibreglass Limited Insulation Division 21 Merrion Square North Dublin 2Asubsidiary of Pilkington Brothers Limited
Published by ARROW@TU Dublin, 1980
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NEWSDESK

At the Pumps Services sponsored BTU Golfing Society were (left to right)
Brian Farrell, Pump Services; Peter Johnston, BTU G.S. Caplin; Joe
O'Reilly and Jim Minogue of Pump Services and Eddie Egan, BTU G.S.

BTU
GOLF

The next BTU Golfing Societys outing in Howth GC is
to be changed from Thursday 24th to Tuesday 22nd
of July.

Some of the happy winners at the BTU golfing society outing.
IS
r.
Clarke who has just joined
Crouzet Limited from TCM.
Mr. Clarke is located at
14 Greenmount Lawns,
Terenure, Dublin 6, telephone : Dublin 905443,
telex: 33206.
Tony Smith has been
appointed as Sales Executive of Thermplant Ltd for
the South Leinster area.

PEOPLE
Leading French automatic
control company, Crouzet,
is spearheading its plan to
expand marketing operations in Ireland with the appointment of its first
regional sales manager for
the Republic and Northern

WAVIN
PLAN£8m
INVESTMENT
Wavin Pipes Ltd, has commenced a 5-year development plan involving an investment of £8 million in its
operation at Balb riggan,
Co. Dublin. It is also planning investment in its company in Northern Ireland ,
and Wavin Ferdia. This was
announced by Mr Roland
Oliemans, managing director, at the Pipe Progress
Semi nar
for
engineers,
sponsored by Wavin at New
Jury's Hot el,
Dublin,
recentl y.
The investmen t will be in
prod uct development, distribution and warehousing,
and new technology. Already two mi cro-processor
controlled injection moulding ma(hines have been
4

installed .
Referring to the economic cli mate and the impact
of new technology, he said,
"Our conviction in relation
to job security was demonstrated two years ago when
we committed our company
to a pol' cy of no-redundan(ies and no lay-offs. Some
thought thi s commitment
unwise, and economic circumstances have made it a
difficult commitment, but it
was rightly based on our
confidence in our policies,
our planning and th e
quality of our people. The
introduction-of new technology will give job satisfaction and job security.
Marrying these will be a test
of management".

~-1

Christy Cooke, (left), President of the Dublin United Golf Societies
presenting the D. U.G.S.A. cup to Michael McGinley, Captain of the
Unidare team. Unidare beat the Agricultural Institute 2-1 at the
Hermitage in the final of Ireland's premier golf societies competition .

Expoclima
Twinned
Following this year's successful HEV AC in which
over 500 companies took
part, the organisers, Industrial and Trade Fairs Limited, announced the dates
for the next event in the
series as: 24-28 May, 1982,
National Exhibition Centre,
Birmingham, England.
Expoclima will be twinn-

ed with HEV AC in 1982
making the event even more
comprehensive than befort
and will offer a most cost
effective way of making
new contacts and demonstrating products and services. Demand for space is
likely to be extremely heavy
due to the twinni ng of the
shows.

JHVN News. lui)' 1980
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NEWSDESK
ARMITAGE
SHANKS
CHOSEN

Safety on
Gas leaks

Over five hundred safety
cards and stickers have been
produced and distributed
by the Dublin Gas ComThe sanitaryware chosen
pany to local authorities,
excavator companies, and
for the new Letterkenny
and Tralee hospitals is from
county engineers. The stickthe Armitage Shanks of ers are designed to give
to excavator
Arklow special hospital
directions
range. Armitage Shanks is
operators, foremen or
unique in providing full
charge hands involved in
ranges for specialist needs.
road works what to do in
For hospitals, these extend
the event of a fractured gas
from post mortem tables
mains or gas escape.
through the range to baby
On discovery of a gas
baths. The company, in
escape, the instructions
fact, gives a total specialist state that a person should
sanitaryware service, inclu- inform the Gas Company
ding special units and fittimmediately,
warn
ings for laboratories, the occupants of nearby houses
A welder at C.A. Parson's Howth
handicapped, marine appli- and evacuate them if necesfactory works inside the 16' diacations, and anti-vandal sary, ensure that the gas is
meter, 33' long cylinder which will
house the shaft and blades of a
ware, to mention but a few.
not ignited by smoking or a
new section of the Irish Sugar
Its comprehensive Catalo- lighted match, safety perCompany's plant in Carlow. Work
gue 2000 is a must for archi- mitting, allow gas to
on the 45 ton mild steel structure,
tects and consulting engine- continue to burn if ignited,
part of which was constructed in
GKN Autoparts Ireland
· h and fina II y, l'f
West Germany, was begun two
I
ers and a II concerne d w1t
1 t sewer covers
months ago in a contract worth Ltd, has recent y announcthe
specification
of to allow gas to escape from
£40,000, and completion is expec- ed their appointment, as
sanitaryware
and
them.
ted in a few week's time.
agents
and range
distributors
for
....:.:.._:._::
___
_fittings.
___;:::..__ _ _
____________
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-:-the
Helios
of toilet,

£40,000 Contract NEW

HELlOS
RANGE

FIRST FOR PIONEER
RADIANT PRODUCTS LTO.
Irish manufacturing industry scored another first recently when Pioneer Radi-

ant Products Limited,
Kenmare, Co. Kerry who
manu facture a full range of

Gas fired Infra-Red heaters
from 30,000 to 160,000 Btu'
were awarded first prize for
their exhibition at the recently held Kerrindex 80 show.
The awards were presented
by Mr. Tom McEllistrim,
Minister of State.

Pictured with Mr. Tommy Mc£1/istrim, Minister of Stale, and Mr. MI. Quinn, President Tralee Chamber of
Commerce, Mr. Adrian Ryan, Pioneer Radian/ Products, Kenmare, (centre); Tadhg O'Drisco/1, Kingdom
Tubes, and George McDonald, Period Plaster Craft, (right).
6

duct and wall fans, accessories, and an extensive
range of industrial fans, to
complement their range of
Vent-Axia products.
These toilet fans are
reputed to be maintenancefree, quiet in operation
(33dB(A)at a distance of
lm),
continuously-rated,
very simple to install are
now available ex stock
Helios Industrial fans in
elude: axial and propeller
fans in standard versions
and in flameproof with
explosion-proof
motors.
The roof extract fans
include, low silhouette units
with horizontal discharge
and centrifugal impellers,
and low noise units with
vertical discharge. These
fans can also be supplied in
flameproof versions with
explosion-proof motors. A
large range of accessories
are also available, and most
of these products can b.:
obtained with a very short
delivery time.
Further details can be
obtained by contacting:GKN Autoparts Ireland
Ltd, Camac Close, lnchicore, Dublin 8, Phone (01)
781700 Telex 30830.

IHVN News, July 1980
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FINHEAT LIMITED
Now Represent

[13GI?Bcs

~mrnmrurn~w ®TI® u~ ~ ®
[JX?@00Q!JC?@
Baric series IPS
Automa tic

[b@)000@[?~')

constant run
pressurisation
package with
'Fail safe' controls.

In termittent and cons tan t
run Baric pressure
boosters and Fire sets.
Series ITS and TCS
compact factory packaged
design.

Nitrogen cushion
pressurisation

system for M TH W
and H THW
applica tions .
Bar ic series NPS.

Baric senes lAS boosters
with accumulator where

storage of pressurised
water is desffed.

Hydro~pneumatic and
special boosters. custom
built to suit applica tion.

0

[}Dl?C~~)~~@ll?~-1~:)(,~ ·c ~'~0Lil)
~')))~:)·. ~?·

;, '

1~;~

Ask for full
details NOW!
From Sole Irish Agents

FINHEAT LIMITED
34 Watlinq Street, Dublin
: 8, Ireland . Tel: 778109/778120 Telex El 30751

IH VN News, July 1980
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Ireland~ Building Services

EXHIBITION

Heating & Ventilating/Air Conditioning/Fuel Conservation/Environmental Engineering/
Pollution Control/Refrigeration/ Sanitaryware/Piumbing Equipment
Sine<:> th<:> first lhV<:>x in th<:> <:>arly 70's th<:>r<:> has n<:>ver be<:>n a more appropriate
tim<:> than now for an exhibition serving th<:> Building Servic<:>s Industry as
Ill Vex so compr<:>h<:>nsively does .
Dramatic chang<:>s have occurr<:>d in the type of fu<:>l being us<:>d for g<:>nt'rating h<:>at and electricity. With an incr<:>asingly realistic vi<:>w being tak<:>n of the
!iff' of oil supply. manufactuwrs of h<:>ating, air conditioning. refrig<:>ration and
alli<:>d equipment havf' conc<:>ntrat<:>d on <:>nergy cons<:>rvation m<:>thods and
solid fuel burning appliancf's.
lhV<:>x '81 off<:>rs th<:> first opportunity forth<:> industry in Ireland to Took at ancl
discuss the many n<:>w types of equipm<:>nt and syst<:>ms that will b<:> nect'ssary
for its survival in the futurf' within the context of a major exhibition.
Many questions are b<:>ing asked of the future has fluidis<:>d bee!
combustion b<:><:>n fully d<:>v<:>lop<:>d? Has the heat pump a futur<:> in Ireland? Will
the change ov<:>r to solid fuel in domestic heating caus<:> massive air pollution?
These and the many oth<:>r questions raised can only be answered by th<:>
manufacturers and IhVex offers a perfect setting to put the facts
to the entire Building Services Industry.

Venue

Dates

Simmonscourt Exhibition Compl<:>x.
Royal Dublin Soci<:>ty.
Ballsbridg<:>, Dublin 4.

Tuesday February 17.
Wf'dnesday F<:>bruary 18.
&Thursday F<:>bruary 19. 1981

For full exhibition details contact:

itt~ex

Irish Trade & Technical
Exhibitions Ltd.

5/7 Main Street, Blackrock.
Co. Dublin. Ireland.
https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol19/iss7/1
Telephone: (OI) 885001
DOI: 10.21427/D7811D
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NEWSDESK

ID

Bestseller
for so many good reasons
The world's most popular pipe wrench.
Known for the brutal punishment it takes and
the long service it gives.
Here's why.

A small campsite sewage treatment plant scheme manufactured by

FLUID DYNAMICS TO
MANUFACTURE SEWAGE
AND EFFLUENT PLANTS
Fluid Dynamics of Blackrock Co. Dublin have concluded a technical co-operation agreement with one of
the leading sewage effluent
treatment plant manufacturing companies in France.
Under the agreement,
Fluid Dynamics will manufacture and build sewage
and effluent treatment
plants concentrating on the
smaller end of the market,
towns and villages of up to
I ,000 persons as well as for
hotels and campsites.
With particular emphasis
on compact, economical
and
flexible
package
schemes the Company will
encourage the use of Butyl
rubber sheet as a liner as
opposed to the more traditional concrete basin wherever possible. The use of
these sheets with a guaranteed life of 10 yearshas the

effect of reducing costs by
up to 500Jo on a small project.
Fluid
Dynamics was
founded in 1973 for the
purpose of manufacturing
and exporting water treatment equipment which it
now does to ten countries.
This year it is building a
new fact,gry on the Sa<~ldy
ford Industrial Estate in
South County Dublin and
extending the range it offers
from the original ColloidA-Tron hard water treatment equipment to include
Levis Water Filters (manufacturing rights acquired in
1979) and also a full range
of Domestic and Industrial
water filters and water softeners as well as the contract
manufacture of effluent
treatment plants for the
food processing industry.

Europe's leading ammoma
installation
contractors.
Through the association,
Cross will operate jointly
with Grenco on such large
contracts as ice-plants, iceIn order to extend its pre- rinks, marine refrigeration
sent range of services to and specialised industrial
include large-scale indus- projects. As part of the
trial ammonia refrigeration agreement, Cross will have
installations, Cross Refrig- full access to Grenco's
eration Limited has entered technical expertise in this
into an association with field and will also use their
Grenco of Holland, one of specialised equipment.

GRENCO
·CROSS LINK

1. A malleable iron I -beam handle- one piece
construction gives greater strength and durability.
2. Lifetime guarantee: If the housing breaks or distorts we
replace it free.
3. Ten sizes to choose from 6" to 60'~ lfs" to 8" pipe
capacity.
4. Replaceable heel and hook jaws made of hardened
tool steel, heat treated on teeth to give durable wear on hook jaw neck to prevent spreading - on adjustment
worm to prevent flare
5. Precision fitted, uniquely braced, mount to heel jaw
prevents play.
6. Adjustment nut heat treated to prevent jamming
and flare
7. Capacity of pipe wrench is always larger than a
still son type wrench (size for size) because of
superior design and construction.
8. Full-floating hook jaw with spring suspension
ensures instant grip- easy release and prevents
jaws jamming on pipe. Gives ratchet like action.
9. Every wrench is work-tested before shipment.
10. Enlarged handle end for better gripping.

The tool
for the
professional.

Available throughout the
world wherever fine tools
are sold.
Send for the ·complete,
fully illustrated Ridge Catalogue,
Ridge Tool (UK)
Royston Road, Baldock, Herts.
Tel: 0462 893421 Telex: 826561

RIDGIO

.JL

IHVN News, July 1980
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THE SPECIALISTS IN
Ductwork,Canopies
and Copper Work

c

r

Vru- !Jlow a(jmiteJ
Sheet Metal Works
CHAPELIZOD INDUSTRIAL EST.,
DUBLIN 20.
TEL: 285984 (3 LINES)

WESTMC 20
TEMPERATURE CONTROLLEJtS

MANOTHERM
LTD.
Controls and Gauges for all industries
THE CONTROL CENTRES

PENN
PRESSURE SWITCHES

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol19/iss7/1
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10 Knockbracken Park
4 Walkinstown Road
Belfast BT6 OHL
Dublin 12
Phones (01) 504025 & 783387
Phone 645966
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NEWSDESK
Energy
Manager's
Association
Launched
The Energy Managers'
Association (Eastern Region) was launched recently
at IIRS. It is the first of
four regional Associations
to be established under the
auspices of the National
Energy Conservation Program me set by IIRS last
yea r and sponsored by the
Department of Energy.
Membership of the
ociation is free and open
those responsible for the
use of energy in industrial
and commercial enterprises,
local authorities, health and
educational establishments
and
public buildings .
Membership
application
forms will be went shortly
to all revevant organisations in the region.
The aims of the Association are:- To provide a forum for
the exchange of development of ideas on energy use
management.
- To provide information
and technical support for
managerial, technica l and
supervisory staff.
- To promote the establish-

Pictured at Inaugural Meeting of the Committee of the Energy Manager's Association (Eastern Region) at l!RS
Headquarters 23rd May, 1980 were (left to right): Mr. T. J. Quinn, Assist. Director l!RS; Mr. M. McSweeney,
Assoc. of Consulting Engineers; Dr. J. C. McVeigh, Irish Sugar Company, Chairman of Energy Managers'
Assoc. (Eastern Region); Mr. E. O'Cionna, Institution of Engineers of Ireland.

ment of on-going energy
conservation programme in
every industrial and commercial enterprise in the
country.
Meetings of the Eastern
Regional Energy Manager's
Association will be held at
various venues including

Pictured at the fnaugral Meet ing of the Committ:e of the Cork branch of
the Energy Managers' Association at the RegiOnal Tec~mcal College
(12th June, 1980) were (left to right): Mr. T. J. Qumn, Asststant D~recto~
General l!RS; Mr. A. O'Grady, Chatrman.' Energy Managers
Association , and Mr. Gerry O'Shea, l!RS lndustnal Energy Department,
Cork.

Athlone, Carlow, Dublin
and Dundalk. Likely topics
of discussion include the
efficient use of fuel, steam,
electricity and availability
and use of alternative fuels.
A committee representative of the major energy
users in the Eastern Region
has been set up under the
Chairmanship of Dr. J .C.
McVeigh, Group Operations Research Officer of the
Irish Sugar Company. The
Association of Consulting
Engineers, The Institution
of Engineers of Ireland, the
CII, the CIF, and ICTU
each have representatives
on the committee.
The Southern Branch was
also launched recently at
the Regional Technical College, Cork. A committee
representative of the major
energy users in the Region
has been set up under the
Chairmanship of Mr. A.
O'Grady, Chief Engineer ,
Mitchelstown Creameries.
The Association of Consulting Engineers, The Institution of Engineers of Ireland, CII, CIF and ICTU
each have representatives
on the committee.

SHIRES LAUNCH NEW
DA VINCI BRASSWARE
A new departure for Chloride Shires is their diversification into designing and
manufacturing a stylish new
range of brassware , including taps, mixers and fittings, which considerably
enhances Shires bathrooms
furniture.
Da Vinci is the name
chosen by the large sanitary
ware
manufacturer for
these brand new Italian
water fittings, which have
just been introduced on the
Irish market. The complete
collection of Da Vinci
accessories embraces a
bath/shower mixer; both
bath and basin taps; monobloc single holebasin mixer
in addition to bidet fittings.
The range is available at
leading builders and plumbers' merchants throughout
the country and of course,
readily available ex-Dublin
stock, from Chloride Shires
Ireland Ltd.
lf!VN News, July 1980
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NEWSDESK
MYSON MICRONAIR
PACKAGED UNITS
Working on the operatmg
principle of recycle9 air,
the recently launched
Myson Micronair electrostatics can be suspended
above areas such as welding
areas, collecting contaminated air and discharging
cleaned air back into the
workshop area .
This leaves welders and
other operatives free to
move around, saving on
valuable floor space and
expensive permanent ductwork. Micronair electrostatics are mobile, by
mounting a unit on wheels,
and connecting fixed or
flexible extension arms, the
units can be moved anywhere to reach awkward
places in a workshop or factory.
The Micronair system
contains no replaceable filter elements, simply a col-

lector cell requiring periodic
cleaning. A variety of wash
cleaning systems are available.
i) Easy hand cleaning for
light-duty application
ii) Simple add on wash
section - operated by
a simple valve connected to warm water supplied at the correct temperature and pressure.
iii) Timer added to (ii) making the whole wash
cycle a push button
operation which can be
controlled from a central station.
iv) Clock control - providing automatic control cleaning of units.
Adding a wash system
will normally reduce maintenance to a once or twice
yearly maintenance check
dependent on application.
The most important part

AXEC

The Myson Micronair Industrial Electrostatic Air Filter.

of the Micronair electro- _
static air filter is the specially designed electrostatic
cell with an all important
7.9mm plate gap, which,
particularly with high load
applications, significantly
reduces cleaning time.
For extra high load applications, a wide cell spacing
- 9.5mm- is available.
A special optional extra

feature found only on the
Micronair electrostatic
filters, is automatic oili1
(applied with the wash or
detergent
applicators)
which can be added to assist
cleaning operations and for
cell protection.
Further in formaton from
Finheat Ltd, 34 Watling St,
Dublin 8, (Tel : 778'109
Telex 307 51).

TWN
FURNACE
,.

Sole agents for Clark, Hawthorne, Moxecon and Westgarth boilers throughout Ireland
Ranges from 3000 lbs/hr to 65,000 lbs/hr.
Pressures up to 450 P.S.I.

I. E.S.
INDUSTRIAL

{Ireland) Ltd.
Head Office:
21 Station Street. Belfast BT3 9DA
Tel: 732133/4
Dublin Office:
41 Dawson Street. Dublin 2. Tel: 710147
12
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NEWSDESK
Jacobs
International
Awards $97
Million Contract
Jacobs International Limited recently announced the
award of $97 million contract to Voest Alpine,
Austria, a mechanical engineering and construction
company. The contract is.
for the construction of a
refinery for Jacobs' Dead
Sea Potash Project in the
ashemite Kingdom of
ordan and is the major
mechanical contract for the
Arab Potash Project.
Mr. John Buehler, Managing Director of Jacob's
International Limited, said
that Jacobs International,
as a prime con tractor, is
res.p onsible for the design,
engineering and construction management of the $425
million project which will
recover in excess of 1.2
million tons of potash
annually from Dead Sea
brine. In addit ion, Jacobs
has a seven year operations
management and start-up
services agreement for the
project.
"The recovery project
involves four major phases
with construction of a
ownship, solar ponds,

power plant, and a sophisticated potash processing
plant located nearby. With
the award of this potash
refinery erection contract,m
all contracts for the project
have been placed. When
completed, the evaporation
system will serve as one of
the largest applications of
solar energy use undertaken
to date", a Jacobs spokesman said.
Work OJ! the erection of
the refinery facufrles is
scheduled to begin about
March 1980 and construction is to continue for two
years.
The Arab Potash Project
is being handled from Jacobs' International headquarters in Dublin. The
company, a wholly owned
subsidiary
of
Jacob s
Engineering Group in the
U.S. provides single source
responsibi lity /tu rnkey consult ing, engineering, desi gn,
architectural, construction,
construction management
and related technological
services to industry worldwide.

Pictured here is the new I IIXUIJ' Alpha Series from Royal Daulton.

NEW AlPHA SERIES
FROM ROYAL DOULTON

Following its successful
debut at lnterbuilt last year,
Royal Doulton Sanitaryware is now launching the
luxury Alpha Series. This
new suite combining an outstanding
and
unusual
design with a unique colour
range, comprises wall-hung
washbasin, we and bidet
offering a streamlined look
to the bathroom. This
streamlined effect with dueted plumbing, concealed
cistern and piping is becoming increasingly popular.
Besides its striking appear-

ance, it is also more hygienic, and the improved
access at floor level makes
cleaning easier.
The Alpha washbasin,
700mm x 560mm offers a
large bowl area and as
gently curving sides, and
takes the latest single hole
mixer tap and pop-up
waste. The wall-hung WC,
680mm x 375mm, has a
concealed low-flusing cistern. The wall-hung bidet,
700mm x 400mm will take a
parabolic spray mixer.

COOLAIR'S NEW
DAIKIN UNITS
A new range of Daikin heat
pump packaged air cond!tioners, in three model vanations, has been launched
by Coolair Limited on the
Irish market. The range
comprises the UH, FRY I
CRY and
EFHY /ER Y
model types, each using a
50HZ power supply. The
UH model is designed to
convert heat from outdoor
sources to warm air discharging to indoor space. Conversely, a reversible refrigeration cycle also allows a
cooling operation. The
FRY + CRY models are

designed for heating and
cooling operations by a
change-over switch. The
FRY units are packaged
floor standing types for
indoor installation and are
matched to the CRY air
cooled condenser units. The
EFHY unit is a ceiling
mounted direct blow unit
ideal for heating and cooling offices and shops with
quiet operation . It is linked
with the ERY air cooled
condenser unit , designed
for outdoor heat pump
application.

Robey Reliability
When reliability and quality are required Robey are chosen again and again.

win most ....--. yow early delivery requi.-nent. for packeged
boilers can be met from ow extenalve stock progi•tome.w

~

ROBIY'
A Newell Dunford Company

S.L. Combustion Services Lta.,
Laherdane, Ballyvolane, Cork. Tel: Cork 501411.
S.L. Combustion Services Ltd.,
158 Castlereagh Rd., Belfast BTS SFT. Tel: Belfast 59282.
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THERMWISE STEAM
BOILERS

Boilers Manufactured from 1,000 to 5,000 lbs per hour
Stockists & Suppliers of boilers up to 65,000 lbs per hour
suitable for burning Oil, Gas, Turf, Coal and other
Unusual Fuels.
A gents for Danks of Netherton

Frankfort, Dundrum Road, Dublin 14

Tt!l.: 989921, Telex 30870

ARE YOU GETTING THE MOST OUT OF YOUR FUEL?

MOISTURE:
IP
I NG
E V E DRA.IN

-----t
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REGU L AT
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Schematic diagram of complete C0 2 installation .

DR AI N

GEORGE KENT ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
Specialists in Flue Gas analysis

.

INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS LTD
THE INSTRUMENT PEOPLE
6 Herbert Place, Dublin 2. & little Island, Cork.
14

Phone: (01) 761691

(021) 822224

Telex: 2478911L El
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AIR CONDITIONING ECONOMICS
by Bernard Hough FCIBS
The following is the second part of· a paper published in the April issue and
continues on the theme of economics in air conditioning and looks at the fact
that buildings are for people and must be set out to match their needs and
expectations.
It seems wrong that we should
about the customer. The customer is
allow it to become necessary for staff
certainly happier in air-conditioned
to have to walk out or people to faint
comfort.
before attention is given to the need
If air-conditioning is known to be
to provide comfortable conditions.
there or seen to be so because it's
The benefits of air-conditioning inadvertised, then there is an added
clude some which are obvious and
incentive to enter and to return. The
some which are perhaps not so obvicus-tomer tends to linger longer and
ous but which may have major
the longer the shopper lingers the
importance to management and those
longer opportunity is there for the
who are concerned with the design of sales staff to sell and the customers to
building.
buy.
The obvious benefits relate to
There is obviously less dirt infiltracomfort and not just for the sheer
tion so redecoration is less frequent,
pleasure of comfort but because when
and because the atmosphere is cooler,
we have a job to do we can do it
when goods are handled or clothes
better when we are comfortable and
tried on they are less likely to be
less well when we become more and
soiled.
more uncomfortable.
Air-conditioning can ensure in
No one can work at peak efficiency
both new and existing buildings that
if they are too hot or cold , too stuffy
where unsatisfactory conditions
r sweaty, or irritated by drafts and
could make the use of a space diffismells. They will become lethargic,
cult, it not impossible, it can provide
irritable, or stop working altogether,
satisfactory environmental conditions
and often, if the conditions persist,
for people to use the building.
stay away from work and look for
This is always provided the
employment where conditions are
building itself does not make it
better, thus increasing staff turnover .
impossible .
These situations create a bad
Air-conditioning can help in the
business and a bad business costs
design and planning of space permitmoney.
ting the development of deep plan
Air-conditioning can help provide
buildings which may make better use
a better climate for business. It can
of the site and certainly enable all
help make people more alert so that
areas of the building to be usefully
errors are fewer and output greater. It employed .
can promote their wellbeing so that
And finally, by careful design constaff relations are better, employees sideration, especially by using heat rework at greater efficiency, they have covery air-conditioning techniques,
more incentive to stay and to join.
can minimi se the energy consumption
And absenteeism is likely to be less.
and lower the operating costs through
All this means recruitment costs are the entire life of the building.
also reduced.
Additional benefits in relation to
Air-Conditioning Costs
shop, pubs, clubs and restaurants are
Costs are difficult to predict. They

depend on the size and complexity of
the installation and the degree of
environmental control required, a nd ,
of course , they rapidl y become ou t of
date because of inflation . However ,
economics do not relate to an actual
cost but to the rel ationship of that
particular cost to the other costs.
The building owner or user also
needs to know the total costs in use ,
not just the running as well as the
capital costs . Therefore I believe costs
should be quoted in a way which can
be understood by the potential
customer.
I think all costs should include the
capi tal cost, interest on capital ,
maintenance and running costs.
These costs should then be related to
a cost per working day. They can then
be related to other costs of any
operation.
The average capital cost of ventilation for example, seems to be about
£15 1m2. This obviously increases if
sophisticated filtration is added.
Air-conditioning can fall between
£301m2 for simple unitary systems to
£!201m2 for the more complicated
systems. Certain more specialised systems can be even more costly .
Normally the higher the capital
cost the longer the operating life of
the plant. Because of this factor the
capital cost per annum will tend to
balance out.
Averaging the number of people
who would occupy a given space and
the air-conditioning required for the
same space then the probable cost of
air-conditioning per person per
annum is £60, including interest. Add
to that sum, say, £50 per annum per
person for running costs then the
total costs for summer cooling and
dehumidification will be about £110
per annum per person .
The cost benefit analysis of the
Whitehall Development Group of the
old Ministry of Public Buildings and
Works (M.P.B.W.) in the report on
open-planned offices suggested for
air-conditioning that one and a half
per cent increase in efficiency related
to salaries, over-heads and accommodation was the very conservative
figure. Using that figure and an
average wage of £4,000 for an office
worker doubled to include over-heads
then the increases in efficiency will
more than pay for the extra cost of
air-conditioning.
Looked at as a cost per day, airconditioning can cost as little per day
as an hour of an office cleaner's time
or giving each member of your staff a
luncheon voucher.
In capital cost term s air-condition
lf!VN News, July 1980
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ZONE
ing is greater than efficient
mechanical ventilation. Taking the
previous figures on average it can be
about double the cost.
You must remember, however, that
the higher capital cost could easily be
paid for by the increased efficiency
because of the better conditions.
What, however, is the difference in
energy consumption between an efficient controlled mechanical ventilation scheme in an average commercial
building and a satisfactory energyconserving air-conditioning system.
To make a comparison I propose to
use a building which has been subject
to an intensive study by the Electricity
Council's Environment Engineering
Section.
The building is a normal "spec"
built office block on the outskirts of
Basingstoke. The double-glazing is
about fifty per cent of the wall area
and the floor plan is part cellular
offices and part open plan.
Total floor space provides for
2922m2 of office accommodation arranged in four floors having two
identical wings.
In the early stages of planning the
Electricity Council's Building Energy
Estimated Program (B.E.E.P.) was
used to evaluate the various building
options and alternative air-conditioning systems.
Given the requirements of the
developers, a unitary system of 225
air-conditioning units was selected to
be installed to coincide with the building modules.
The building energy consumptions
were monitored over a period of eighteen months. The maximum demands
for heating, cooling; lighting, etc.,
were also recorded during the same
period.
The recorded maximum demand
for all the air-conditioning plant
during the worst month was 104kW.
It would appear that the tenants were
satisfied with the system and the
conditions it maintained.
During the summer conditions it
kept to the design condition of 21 oc.
db l5°C wb with an outside condition
of 28°C. db l9°C. wb. The total
energy consumption was 118kWh/m2
per annum during the period measured . Air-conditioning represented
about 20kWh/m2 per annum during
the same period .
This system kept the conditions
comfortably below the outside ambient while also reducing the high relative humidity providing the condi16

tions required by the occupants.
If a ventilation system had been
considered then the best conditions
which could be expected would have
been 3°C. above the outside ambient
temperature, with no reduction in
relative humidity . Openable windows
were not part of the building design
and the probable fresh-air rate would
have created distribution difficulties.
The total design heat gain of the
building was calculated as 215kW.
However, at 3 oc. above ambient only
the solar, lighting, power and people
sensible gains should be considered.
The fan load and that of infiltration
should be ignored and the transmission gain now becomes a heat loss.
Measurements taken in the building also suggest that the C.l.B.S.
method of predicting solar gain tends
to lead to an over-estimation of that
gain.
The maximum demand recorded
was for only partial occupation of the
building and therefore an adjustment
needs to be made for this, including a
gain from the unoccupied offices.
The total volume of occupied
offices was 5000m3 having a calculated cooling load to be removed by
ventilation of 103kW.
The adjusted maximum demand at
the peak hour of the air-conditioning
units was 98kW. This power is for
units having a comparatively low coefficient of performance of less than
2 to I; it would obviously be lower if
more efficient units were used.
The air quantity and ventilation
rate to remove 103kW of heat and
maintain an internal temperature of
3°C. above ambient therefore would
be
103
1.2 X 3
28.3m2/ s or 20.6
air changes
The recommended fan power in
kW. to deal with this load, assuming
a total supply and exhaust ductwork
resistance of 1000 p.a.
28.6x1000x2xl.25x.745
750
7lkW
Making adjustments to remove fan
heat, etc., the maximum power would
be in the order of 86kW.

It can be assumed that the ventilation would be required at least as long
as the air-conditioning was required .
Therefore the ventilation would have
an energy consumption very similar
to that of the air-conditoning system.
This , of course, presupposes that
an energy efficient system in design
and operation is selected for the
building considered. Had there been
openable windows than natural ventilation could be considered, but with
present building trends reducing the
floor-to-ceiling heights this becomes
difficult to achieve in practice.
An air-change rate overall of 20
AC/h would mean double that in the
area of the window, causing severe
draughts and distribution problems.
If neither mechanical ventilation or
air-conditioning was in stalled the
the temperatures in the buildin
would be excessive throughout a long
period of the summer. Using C. I. B.S.
admittance method the internal temperature would be between l6°C. to
18.5°C. above outside ambient.
In this case, with the building airconditioned, a comfortable level was
achieved with what would appear at
least the near energy level to that of
ventilation only, the extra capital cost
being paid for by improved efficiency.
Carefully selected systems matching the building and the requirements
of the occupiers will always prove to
be economic in both money and
energy terms.
It must be better to match these
buildings with systems at the design
stage rather than try to solve problems after the building is occupied,
especially when the building will have
a long life so that errors will last a
long time.
To sum up it is about time a realistic view was taken of the cost-effectiveness of air-conditioning.
This must be based on up-to-date
information about the costs of
owning and operating an airconditioned building in which the
design has taken account of today's
economies and energy prices, rather
than buildings designed in the investment dimate of yesterday's property
booms and yesterday's energy prices.
Above all we must remember that
buildings are for people and must be
set out to match man's needs and
expectations.

•

•our thanks to Eric Farrow 1DHE Chairman
who supplied this paper.
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t-ULSTER NEWS+ ULSTER NEWS++ULSTER NEWS
every boiler manufacturer featuring a
coal fired unit and indeed many
stands devoted their entire exhibition
to coal fired units. Old names like
Riley, Hodgkenson and Ashwell
Scott re-appeared with their stokers
while firms like Thompson-Cochran,
Stone Platt & Vespers were introducing the more modern fluidised heat.
The absence of the oil companies
indicated the change in the energy
scene, whereas the National Coal
Board had one of the largest stands in
the hall.
It was pleasing to see so many
Ulster representatives helping out on
their principal's stands, George
Stewart was on the Robey Stand, Sam
Storey - Thompson Cochran, Jim
McFadden Glymwed, Douglas
Gordon - Aerocowl, Peter Weston
-Tom Jonson to mention but a few.
Unfortunately the general recession
seemed to be having its affect, as
most people were of the opinion that
business had been rather light bot to
be an exhibitor, you have to be an
optimist so most people tended to
look
on
the bright side.
Balmoral Show has never really been
a place where one expects to see a
wide representation of trade stands
relative to the heating industry, but
this year was different and no doubt
will set the patern for the smaller
shows to follow. The attraction was
the opportunity for those who are
marketing the range of multi-fuel
boilers and cookers to show their
wares to a market which one supposes
was the traditional market for the
large kitchen type solid fuel cooker.
The cooker and boilers on show
came from Spain, Austria, France,
Italy, Australia & Sweden. Claims
that they would operate efficiently on
wood, straw, coal, composte
abounded and one or two suggested
that we could even use L.P .G. or oil.
One or two companies were
certainly very confident of their
future markets at the same time
quoting "up to the present sales"
figures that were amazing. Maybe we
are about to see a minor revolution in
the kitchen with the return of a solid
fuel cooker supplying at the same
time limited heating.
Thorn Heating Ltd were the sponsors
of the recent Institute of Domestic
Heating Engineers Golf outing at
/8

•

Mr. Bill Devlin (left) Managing Director, John Kelly Ltd si?ns a £5 million market ing contract
with Aerocowl Marketing Ltd. Also present were F. R. McBnde(centre) D1rector, John Kelly Ltd,
and R. Dummigan (right) Managing Director, Aerocowl Marketlllg Ltd.

Members and guests of the N.J. Branch of Institute of Domestic Heating Engineers before the
Thorn Heating Ltd sponsored golf outing. Mr. Philip Johnston, Area Manager of Thorn is
extreme right.

Craigwood Golf Club on .the shores ,
of Belfast Lough. The prizes ·were
presented by that popular and regular
visitor to this island, Mr Ed. Martin,
Northern Sales Manager of Thorn,
while Philip Johnston, Area
Manager, acted as starter for the fifty
odd players.
The Thorn Trophy was won by Mr
Norman Dunn, Bill Price and M.
McKinley were second and third. The
Harcal Trophy went to past chairman
Roy Best while the visitors prize went
to John Footman .

A. W. Forster, Chairman and Chief
Executive of Esso Petroleum Co Ltd
who addressed a meeting of
prominant industrialists and
commercial leaders.
In his speech, Mr Forster spoke of
the difficulties being faced by the oil
industry and the need for conservation and research into alternative
fuels.
It was pleasing to hear such a prominent person, not attempting to
gloss over the difficulties and uncertainties of his industry indeed suggesting to his customers that they may
have to convert to other fuels .

A recent visitor to Belfast was Mr
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Radiators & Convectors

RADIATORSWHAT'S ANOTHER YEAR

The only thing that was certain about the radiator market in
Ireland over the last year was that it was totally uncertain. This
time last year doom and gloom were being replaced by boom
and the marketing departments of the manufacturers were
going crazy with orders way in excess of their factories capabilities. As the same thing was happening in the UK but for different
reasons, (they had a gas boom, we had a solid fuel boom) the
surplus could not be supplied from there. Deliveries from the
continent were also very slow and the only people who did well
out of the whole affair were merchants who had large stocks in
their stores and orders placed well in advance. The same people
are now suffering as the drop in the market after Christmas has
caught many merchants overstocked with not only radiators but
with every other type of heating product.
The future of the business is as unpredictable as the past and
talk of lay-offs, short time etc are with us again, so it all hindges
as someone said recently on the weather, so manufacturers
consult the meteorology office.

The S&P recessed model natural convector from Fin heat.
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The following notes are
based on material submitted by the companies concerned.
BARLO
Barlo radiators are manufactured in accordance with
BS 3528-74 from a high
grade steel to a rolled top
design . Each radiator is tested under water at 100 p.s.i.
air pressure - twice the stipulated standard - and
they are designed for closed
circuit or indirect systems
only.
The stock range comes in
heights of 16", 20", 24",
and 28" with 113 sizes in
standard panels. A stock
range of 45 sizes in convector panels is also available
and this range is present ly
being expanded.
Barlo radiators are shrink
wrapped in heavy gauge
polythene with cardboard
ends to ensure they arrive
with the customer in the
same mint condition as they
left the factory.
Further
information
from: Barlo Heating Ltd.
VEHA
Veha of Wicklow continue
to expand and improve on
their broad service to the
heating industry. Developments
include,
panel
convector radiators, low
level high output radiators
and oil filled electric radiators.
The standard panel con vector radiators have already proved successful.
They are supplied in the
same large range as Veha
panel radiators, ie 11 ",
15", 19", 23" and 27"
heights and in the standard
lengths from 18" to 116"
and in special overlengths
up to 231 ".
The low line "V" radiator is a specially designed
6'' high radiator providing
high-output figures by the
use of deep fins, providing
space and output requirements where conventional
radiators cannot be used.
Veha radiators are also
available through stockists
and also through their distribution centres at Cork
and Galway.
Further information is
available from Veha Ltd .
. /HVN News, July 1980
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RUNTAL
Runtal quality radiators
and convectors offer a versatility and elegance otherwise unobtainable. They are
constructed from flat oval
tubing which gives Runtal
products their distinctive
and pleasing appearance.
They are available as type H
(basic panel), type HC
(basic panel with convector
plate at the back to increase
heat emissions), type HL
(basic panel with extra deep
convector plate increasing
heat emissions of the panel
by up to 950?o), type C convectors (with convector
plate on both sides of the
panel), and type R modern
elegant column radiators.
All Runtal products are
custom made to customers'
requirements, a range of the
most popular sizes is available as standard ex-stock.
Special features are as
follows:
(!) They can be supplied
to customers' exact requirements being available in
lengths from 600mm to
6000mm in heights from
70mm to 980mm and in
heat output from 100 to
20,000 watts.
(2) In addition to the
standard range a large
variety of special types are
available on application.
(3) Single panel high
output HL type may be
used to replace conventional double and treble panel

Run tal panel radiator as part of the built-in-furniture.

radiators.
(4) Low water content
gives a shorter heat-up time
and a greater thermal response.
(5) Heavier wall thickness
{1.5 mm) ensures a more
durable product with longer
life, allow·ing Runtal to
offer a 5-year guarantee on
its' radiators.
(6) These units may be
connected in series using
same end connections to
eliminate pipework.
(7) For larger installations, larger units may be
used reducing the total
number of heating units
needed and thereby making
for a faster, more economical installation.
(8) Due to the flexibility
of construction modular
sizes may be obtained giv-

A typical Tropical radiator
20

ing a uniform appearance
but varying heat outputs.
Further details available
from Runtalrad Ltd.

OUADRANT

The Buderus FKR radiators
are designed, manufactured
and tested in accordance
with the German DIN specification 4720 and 4703/1.
The standard radiator (HD
4) is designed for hot water
systems having a maximum
operating pressure of 414N
1m2 (60 lbf/in2). Optionally
available in hot water radiator (HD6) which is suitable
for operating pressures up
to 620 kN/m2 (90 lbs/in2).
FKR radiators can also
be supplied for use with
steam and operate at pres-

sures of 212kN/m2 (30 lbf/
in2) or 414 kN/m2 (60 lbf/
in2), details of which can be
provided upon request.
Each section is tested at a
pressure of 724 kN/m2 (105
lbf/in2) (HD4) or 1241 kN/
m2 (180 Ibf/in2) (HD6).
The sections are then
assembled and the test
repeated. To avoid damage
in transit, radiators are despatched with not more
than 12 sections assembled.
Final assembly and testing
is carried out on site.
All radiators are coated
with a primer and each is
complete with screwed nipples, high temperature joint
rings, flow and return bushings, sealing plug and vent
plug (drilled Ys" BSP). A
range of optional accessories is also available.
The Buderus steel column
Stabulo range of radiators
is available in a variety of
forms to suit both large and
small rooms. They are already painted at the
German works according to
German specification to
protect them from weathering in transport and on site.
Two formed plates are
assembled to make a single
section and all are electrically welded together to
form a group. Larger radiators are assembled by nipples at intervals. Each
group is tested by compressed air under water to a
specified limit before it
leaves the works and carries
a two-year guarantee when
the working conditions are
as follows: Normal execution, hot water to 230 F and
131 ft wg works test pres-
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HIGH OUTPUT
RADIATORS
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NEW TO IRELAND
A Comprehensive Range of Aluminium Alloy Sectional Radiators
e
e
e
e
e

60 MM SECTIONS
HIGH THERMAL CONDUCTION
EASE OF HANDLING REDUCING INSTALLATION
COSTS
LESS WALL SPACE REQUIRED
Available from sole Irish Agents

e
e
e
e

FULL RANGE OF COLOURS
COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ACCESSORIES
TEN YEAR GUARANTEE
10 DAY DELIVERY

Essentidl Services Ltd.
47 WOODVIEW, LUCAN CO. DUBLIN. TEL: 282581
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Insist on Danfoss
Insist on Danfoss
Insist on Danfoss
et al.: H & V News

Danfoss radiator thermostats
give individual and constant
room temperature where ever
central heating is used.
Danfoss radiator thermostats
reduce heating bills by preventing overheating and by exploiting free heat gains.
Danfoss radiator thermostats
are single trade fixing, nonelectric, modulating controls .

Operating Quality
Control accuracy and long life expectancy are vital in chosing radiator
thermostats . Danfoss sensitive sensing
heads and advanced gland seal design
are two of the many reasons why they
are the product to meet the demands
of good engineers seeking operating
accuracy and Long-life.

Operating Facts
The Danfoss valve body has a lifetimelubricated 0-ring gland which can be
renewed without draining the system.

Quality Products & Wide Range
The Danfoss achievement which speaks
for itself.
A range which will meet all demands
for individual room control regardless
of temperature, location or pipe size .
A quality which will satisfy even the
most critical customer and which is
fundamental to saving fuel.
A product which automatically controls
space temperature.
Danfoss radiator thermostats carry the
accumulated know-how which your
customers deserve, which good Auto matic Controls demand and which is
essential for fuel economy .
This makes Danfoss the Ideal Partner
for you .

•••••••••••••••••••••
Coupon
Please send me further information on the Danfoss
Radiator thermostats type RAVL

Name/Position

Company

J. J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.

Address

12 A, Wexford Street
Dublin2
Telephone: 75 2317, 75 2318

23027'*

Please Note Our New Address. as of 1st August
Unit Z-13, Cherry Orchard Industrial Estate, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
22
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Radiators & Convectors

sure 103 Psig; High pressure execution, hot water to
284 F and 197ft works test
pressure 147 Psig.
Further information is
available from Quadrant
Engineers Ltd.
ESSENTIAL SERVICES
Faral tropical radiators are
high output, lightweight
radiators. Made of individual sections of die-cast
aluminium, linked together
to the length required . Faral
Tropical , produced in Italy
by Faral S.p.A., is Europe's
leading range of aluminium
high output radiators.
You get a wide choice of
sectional
heights
and
depths, an impressive
variety of colours or patterned surfaces backed by a
highly versatile convept in
ccessories . Units of up to
15 sections are supplied preassembled. It is recommended that larger units are assembled on-site. No painting is needed. Faral Tropical radiators are superbly
finished in tough stove
enamel, either in standard
Ivory colour or any special

finish you prefer. They're
delivered to you polythenesealed inside protective "export" cartons, complete
with 4 plugs/ bushes, wall
brackets and air vent. The
Faral Tropical range carries
a ten year guarantee with a
10 day delivery ex U.K.
Further
information
from Essential Services Co
Ltd.
DAN FOSS
The rising costs of heating
have lead consumers, more
than ever before, to seek the
most rational way of meeting their outlay on heating.
To meet this aim the heating branch of industry must
be ready to install plant
which is cheap to run.
Fortunately, they are in a
position to do so at once for the last twenty years the
means have been at hand ,
namely:
the radiator
thermostat.
Previously,
radiator thermostats have
been sold to meet the
demands of comfort, i.e. to
provide a constant, individual room temperature .
The energy situation has
immediately brought home

the fact that just to have
this form of comfort is
synonymous with saving up
to 200/o in energy consumption.
A heating plant with radiator thermostats is thus
both better and cheaper in
operation, it requires an
investment which is small
enough to be repayed in two
seasons and which yields
only a return in subsequent
years .
For further information
on Danfoss thermostatic
radiator valves please contact J. J . Sampson & Son
Ltd, 12a Wexford Street,
Dublin 2. Tel: 752317 .
FIN HEAT
S & P Coil Products Metric
Module Natural Convector
has been designed particularly for low cost installations and to meet the need
for a metric unit. The ease
of installation and allround
access IS one of the main
features of the unit.
Natural convectors distribute warmth using the
principal of natural convection. The coolest air in the
room , the layer near the

floor, is drawn into the casing, is heated by passing
through the heat exchanger
and
flows
outward s
through the discharge grille
at the top of the casing.
The weight and water
content of the heat exchanger are very low and when
the convector is turned on
the full rate of emission is
reached very rapidly. Similarly , when heat is no longer
required, there is little heat
stored and thus minimum
waste to the heating system .
Because of their rapid response, automatic temperature control by thermostatic
valve or electrical thermostat with motorised valve, is
simpler and more accurate
with S & P Coil Natural
Convectors. All models are
suitable for working on low
temperature hot water
systems .
Further
information
from Finheat Ltd.

Runtal: for peoplewho cant wait
to get their hands on a radiator:
The most advanced radiator in the world
Runtal have created radiators so advanced that
they completely revolutionise our whole concept
of radiators. Specify them for all your clients, be it
for the home, commerce or industry. Choose
from a complete range of radiators. There's a
Run tal radiator to meet every conceivable need .
They're easily maintained! They give more heat!
And are immediately available from stock'
75% more heat
Most Runtal radiators, such as the HL, have
unique Swiss-designed fins that dramatically
increase the radiators output by up to 75%
#
compared with conventional panel radiators of
.6
.,.. o'
the same dimensions.
# <Yo/
Immediate delivery
• o,7f
Runtal HL radiators, made from 1.5 mm
# "'00
·gauge steel, in a wide range of sizes, all
_. 'l>o"'7j
guaranteed for 5 years, are available
..,.. (:'o~
from stock now!
# ~o0
There's no delay! Delivery from
# ~o'
our depot is immediate!
o-~
For details use the coupon below #_,~0
or telephone us at (01 )694300 # 0 0°
0

1..1
1'\1 ft111
A Jones Group Company •
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COMPANIES SUPPLYING
RADIATORS AND CONVECTORS
Co Name:

Address :

Tel. No:

Telex No: Product Name:

BSS (Ireland) Ltd

White Heather Industrial
Estate, 301 South Circular Rd ,.
Dublin 8

781966

5317

Barlo Heating Ltd

Davis Rd, Clonmel. Co Tipperary
Also at: J F Kennedy Ave,
Dublin 12. Also available from
stockists throughout the country .

(052)

A Bell & Co (Eire) Ltd

136 Botanic Rd, Dublin 9

301777

Ballentine & Partners

62 The Mount, Mount Pottinger,
Belfast 5

B.M. Heat Services

64 South St. Newtownards,
Co Down

Newtownards
815990

Aelrad

Dia-Norm
also: Bluecircle
Supplies ltd

Muhr Ireland Ltd, Bunbeg,
Co Donegal
J F Kennedy Drive, Dublin 12

Bun beg
87/129
506618

Dianorm
31693

Dimpco Ltd

13 Moss Street, Dublin 2

714410

6521

Myson Copperad

Barlo

504106

Hurseal
Thermalrad
Thermalpanel

Dimplex; Glen

At the present standard of technique - up to 3,000 Installations PER WEEK receive the benefits of a FERNOX
treatment. FERNOX PRODUCTS are used by the Department of the Environment, the Aircraft and other industries
the British Gas Corporation, over 50 Local Authorities, Hospital Boards, and are specified by Consultants:

RADIATOR CORROSION
CAUSES AN AVERAGE RATE OF 10%
DEPRECIATION PER YEAR

FERN OX
the most advanced Central Heating Corrosion-Proofers
DOMESTIC SYSTEMS
INDUSTRIAL to DISTRICT HEATING

MB-1 end MB-2
CH-2 end 0.33

Effectively and lastingly prevent RADIATOR CORROSION . SLUDGE . HYDROGEN .
BACTERIA. LIME DEPOSITS . BOILER NOISES and even lubricate the pump .

NEW AND OLD SYSTEMS CAN BE PRESERVED
FERNOX DS-9 CHEMICAL CLEANSING & DE -SCALING COMPOUND
for entire central heating installatoons . Removes soft and hard sludge sediment and
removes booler noises- WITHOUT HAVING TO DISCONNECT ANY PIPEWORK .

~----------------------------------------1
To: INDUSTRIAL (ANTI-CORROSION) SERVICES

I
:

I

Britannica House, 214-224 High Streeet, WALTHAM CROSS.
Herts ENS 7DU . Please send free technic~lliterature to
Onse rt

i~ame & Address)

Plea§e tock
H & V Contr .

0

0

Merchant

0 Consultant
I
I
11 - - - -- -- -- -- - - -- -- - - - O R ..... .......... .. .. ..... .
I
I
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Radiators & Convectors
Essential Services
Co Ltd

47 Woodview, Lucan, Co
Dublin

282581
511979

Eurenco Co Sales Ltd

106 The Coombe, Dublin 8

755557

4147

Belleli; HCP;
Gibbons Bros

Finheat Ltd

34 Watling St, Dublin 8

778109
778120

30751

Fenton Mechanaire,
S & P Coils

A Gallagher

Belview, Mullingar, Co
Westmeath

044
80104

Hevac Ltd

Lomond Avenue, Dublin 3

31-3'196

Faral
Tropical

Thorn

5927

Francia Hoval

747536

Thorn;
Warmstyle

37q673

Heating Controls &
Devices Ltd

6 Ballyoran Lane, Upper
Newtownards Rd, Belfast
BT150TL

John Henning
(Eng) ltd

Unicorn Works, Waringstown,
Craigavon, Co Armagh BT667QB

P J B Johnston

Ashford, Grey Point, Helen's
Bay, Co Down

John Kelly Ltd

23 Station St, Belfast BT39DA

43891

74644

Golf

P J Matthews Ltd

134 Lr Baggot St. Dublin 2

789055

4438

Stelrad; Veha

Potter Cowan & Co

114 Henry Street, Belfast

(Belfast) ltd

BT151GF

Don
donald
5111
Warings346

Vectorad

Thorn

Hullrad

irishO
guaranteed

ELECTRIC OIL-FILLED RADIATORS
* Built to the highest possible standards of
quality and finish.
*Wall-mounted orfree-standing.
*Fully approved to BS 3456 and B.E.A. B. standards.
Depots:

Dublin 01-783466/500931
Cork 021-504269/506553
Galway 091-61549

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol19/iss7/1
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* Smooth rounded top-safer for children
* Built-in thermostat for economical running.
* Pleasant off-white stove-enamelled finish .
*Choice ofthree sizes- 1 Kw, 1 Y2 Kw and 2 Kw.

Fmm

~~

LIMITED

WICKLOW • IRELAND 0404-2278
iHVN News, July 1980
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Quadrant Engineers Ltd
Runtalrad Ltd

Green Street East, Dublin 2
Beech Hill, Clonskeagh,
Dublin 14. Also available from
stockists throughout the
country.

771411
694300

5283

Buderus
Runtalrad

Semret (NI) Ltd

11 Lisburn St, Hillsborough

682531

747796

Biddle

John R Taylor Ltd

Naas Rd, Dublin 12

783255

5427

Dunham Bush

Unidare Ltd

Unidare Works, Dublin 11

771801

5141

Ekco

Unimack Ltd, Dublin 2

76 Lr Mountown Rd,
Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin

801964/5/6 -

T Wright

73 Main St, Millisle, Co Down

Veha

Wiclow, Co Wicklow. Also at
Little Island, Cork
Earl's Island, Galway. Also
available from stockists
throughout the country

(0404)
2278
(021)
54268
(091)
61549

Veha

Wyse & Ballentine Ltd

62 Woodbine Park, Dublin 5

317553

Thermalrad,
Thermalpanel

Biddle

Stelrad

Index compiled from information received from companies and companies not included should contact us as
soon as possible.

NEW
ADDRESS
We are moving on
1st August 1980
to: Unit Z-13
Cherry Orchard
Industrial Estate
Ballyfermot Road
Dublin 10.
Sole Irish Agents

J.J. SAMPSON & SON LTD.
26
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LITERATURE
Building Services
Maintenance
Regular maintenance of
building services has become a necessity to be treated seriously, rather than
just a day-to-day chore.
Several factors have contributed to this - the increasing capital cost of services
(up to 500Jo of the total cost
of some buildings); rising
energy costs; legislation
such as the Health and
Safety at Work Act; and
occupants have become less
tolerant of services failures
which can result, not only
in discomfort conditions,
but in real monetary losses
when production stops.
A new bibliography from
SRIA provides a ready reerence to authoritative
work on the subject, including case studies, general discussion documents, educational and training texts,
legislation and Standards.
Over four hundred literature reference are divided
into twenty-one groups,
covering
maintenance

constant curent signals. The
input range is +0 to 199.9
mY or rnA with an accuracy
of 0. 1OJo + LSD and with a
resolution of 100 microY I
100 microA. The output,
which is continuously variable using course and fine
potentiometer controls, is 0
to 199.9 mY or rnA. There
is a 6Y maximum drive capability on the current output range and current limiting to 200 rnA in the event
of a short circuit. The readout is a 3 Y2 digit, 0.5 in dual
polarity liquid crystal display.
For further information:
Industrial
Instruments
Ltd., 6 Herbert Place,
Dublin 2, (Tel: 01-761691).

management, computerised
maintenance, planned preventive measures, cost in
use, reliability, terotechnology, manuals, designing
for maintenance and the
maintenance of different
types of building services
plant.
Building Services Maintenance by Stephen Loyd.
BSRIA Bibliography LB
108/80. (Price £7.50 sterling with order) is published
by Building Services Research and Information Association, Old Brackness
Lane, Brackness, Berkshire
RG124AH England.
mV /rnA Test Set
A portable mY /rnA test set,
which can be used by process instrumentation service
engineers to check and calibrate electronic instruments
such as three-term controllers, indicators and recorders etc., is described in a
leaflet
available from
Industrial Instruments Ltd.
The unit with both measure
and provide an output of

New Data from Lennox
Lennox Industries Limited
have published three useful
new technical data leaflets
for specifiers and installers.
The publications cover their
DSS I series heat pump
single package rooftop
units (50-61 kW cooling,
48-58 kW heating, with op-

tiona! electric heat and hot
water heat,) horizontal fan
powered mtxmg damper
boxes, series ZDBI (nominal air volume range 110655 1/s) and fan coil filter
units series CH3 and CBIO
(nominal cooling 7-18 kW,
optional electric heat 7 k W23 kW).
Further
information
from C&F Ltd, Glenside Industrial Estate, Mill Lane,
Palmerstown, Dublin 20,
(Tel: 264917).
Heat Pipe Recovery Units
CN Heat Pipe Recovery
Units, which recover energy
normally discharged to the
atmosphere in the form of
air or gas, are fully
described in a new leaflet
containing detailed technical information
The leaflet, together with
technical information about
other CN energy saving
products can be obtained
from: M C W Ltd, 10
Wynnfield Rd., Rathmines,
Dublin 6, (Tel: 976729
Telex 30217.
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QUADRANT ENGINEERS LTD
Buderus Steel Colurnn((Stabulo))Rads
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BUDERUS<<STABULO))
RADIATORS ARE AVAILABLE
IN MANY SIZES AND
CAN BE EXTENDED
TO ANY LENGTH TO
MEET ANY HEAT
REQUIREMENTS

Other Quadrant Products
* Euroflex Flexible Connections
* Buderus Boilers
* Wing and Andrews Heating Equipment
* Buderus Thermoglaze Calorifiers
* Riello Burners
* Happel Convectors
For Details Contact us at:

* Triple-E fuel additives

Green St, East, Dublin 2. Tel: 771411 /2. Telex: 5 283
1111111111 u 11111111111111111111111111111111 U 1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
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Hevac
Domestic: Duel fuel boilers
55,000 to 250,000 btu/
Industrial: 300,000 to 5 million btu
Also full range of Francia Hoval steel panel
radiators.

A Total Capability in Residential,
Commercial and Industrial Heating Plant.
Representing exclusively in Ireland the
following.

Allen
Ygnis
Hot water boilers
400,000 - 24 million
btu/h Steam Boilers
250 - 2,400 lbs/h
Combination boilers 250,000 - 2 million
btu/h

Space Heaters
150,000- 1%
million btu/h

"Rio" Domestic and
Commercial oil fired
boilers 60,000 - 604,000
btu/h Rio Gas Boilers
(Atmospheric Type)
60,000 - 400,000 btu/h

Blown Gas
Burners
60,00024 million
btu/h

-

~~G

PLANT

Oil Burners
60,000 - 24 million btu/h
Stainless steel
twin wall
industrial
chimney
systems from
5" up to 36"
I. D.

Gas fired overhead infra-red heaters 26,000
to 140,000 btu/h. LPG or towns gas.

Jl SELKIRK
/e' METALBESTOS

Also solid fuel handling equipment, fluidised bed boilers and incineration.
Contact Brendan Bracken or Frank Loughran at 376051 or N. Howard at (021) 509153.
Lomond Avenue, Fairview, Dublin 3. Phone: 376051/8, 374533, 379673; Telex: 5827
Cork Office- Anglesea Terrace, Cork. Phone: 021/509153 Telex: 8408
28
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PUMPS AND CIRCULATORS

The new Vema ESC/2 system from
Veha Ltd.

Veha
Veha Ltd, distributors in
Ireland of the Vema range
of domestic central-heating
circulators, have a concept
in pumping which is unique
in the Irish market. Called
the Vema ESC 20/23, it is
an electronically controlled
pump, the speed of which is
governed by the temperature of the return water to
the boiler and the room
temperature. The "baldon" kit (no cutting or draining of existing system)
_onsists of the pump itself,
a temperature sensor that
clamps to the return pipe, a
room temperature sensor,
and a small control panel.
The water temperature
sensor via the control panel,
speeds up or slows down the
speed of the pump to maintain room temperature,
which is also connected to
the control panel. Among
the advantages of the
system are: a saving in electricity consumption; automatic adaptation of the
pump to the hydraulic characteristics of the system and
ease and economy of installation costs compare
more than favourably with
those of a motorised valve
system, and of course, there
are no moving parts (apart
from the pump) to go
wrong. The system is suitable for installations
haveing a requirment of up
to 16 g.p.m., (4.5 m3/h) or
up to 13ft (4.1 m) static
head loss. Details from
Veha Ltd, or their depots at
Cork, Galway and Dublin.

drculati

sary to expand their production facilities. Now,
they have opened another
factory in the Raheen
Industrial Estate in Limerick, Wilo Pumps Ltd. for
the manufacturing of the
RS 25 range of pumps.
Also in the same Industrial Estate in Limerick is a
second Wilo company,
Wilo
Engineering
Company. This company
handles sales and marketing
of all Wilo products in the
Irish Republic.
Wilo Engineering Company market a comprehensive range of circulating

pumps, beginning with the
small domestic RS 25 series
and right through their vast
range up to 150 mm industrial pumps. Also among
the Wilo range are bronze
pumps for secondary water
systems, as well as various
twins and dual pumps. Wilo
also supply complete control equipment for all twin
pumps. Variations of basic
pumps are also available to
meet specific customer requirements.
Full information and literature is available from:
Wilo
Engineering
Company.

SMC

Wilo Werk GMBH

&Co.
Wilo Werk GMBH & Co.,
Dortmund, West Germany
are one of the leading
manufacturers in Europe of
circulating pumps for central heating. They also produce a wide range of industrial pumps for water
circulation. Due to continued growth in the sales of
their products it was neces-

https://arrow.tudublin.ie/bsn/vol19/iss7/1
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Myson
A major share of the pumps
market has been captured
by the 'Myson Unit Two'
water circulating pump
since its introduction, this
universal two-speed pump
for domestic central heating
systems is the result of three
years development by Myson engineers.
The 'Myson Unit Two'
incorporates . new 2-speed
motor; new insulation
standards; new bearing and
air purging arrangements;
new shaft and filter; new
motor housing; new, easy
to use, flow regulator; and
the unique Myson screwdown clutch .
The pump, which meets
BS No. 1394: Part 2: 1971
and holds BSI Certificate of
Approval No. 6066, can
handle almost any domestic
system for a new installation, or for the replacement of a pump in an old
system.
The 'Myson Unit Two' is
economical, reliable, unobtrusive, easily installed and
easily maintained.
Further
information
from: Myson Ireland Ltd.

The Myson Unit Two domestic circulating pump.

Designed to comply with
latest standards and trends
in heating systems, the
SMC 'C' range complements other SMC products.
Used in conjunction with
the range of glandless
pumps, SMC can now offer
the building services and industrial engineers a comprehensive range for both heating and chilled water pump
requirements.
IHVN News, July 1980
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PUMPS AND CmCULATORS
Features of the range
include Compliance with
BS 1349: Part I; 1971
Grade 2, for power driven
circulators; Flanges to BS
I 0 Table E as standard or
metric. BS 4504 10 bar DIN
available on request; Optional
floor
mountin g
support for larger pipeline
pumps; Suitable for water
temperatures up to 120
degrees C; Maximum working pressure 6 bar; Rotating
assembly easily removed
without disturbing pipe
joints; and quiet running,
robust construction. Substantial shaft proportions to
prolong mechanical seal
life .
The three units in the E
range of circulators for
industrial heating offer
unique design features for
the larger heating system.
The design is based upon
the disc motor, with hydramatic float action, producing maximum torque at
start-up. The use of filled
PTFE bearings and thrust
washer, together with stainless steel shaft, ensures

smooth and quiet running,
minimal wear and long
service under prolonged
and arduous conditions.
Having no gland or
mechanical seal, periodic
renewal or replacement is
eliminated. The disc motor

design permits the use of a
positively located joint ring
to seal the hydraulic section
of the pump. An incolloy
shroud seals the winding
and eliminates the possibility of leakage into the electric motor.

The disc motor provides
both high starting torque
and low starting current
(only 1250Jo of full load
comparison with the much
higher starting current of
drum type motors) resulting
in reduced electrical loading
on cables and switch gear .
No starter is required but to
protect the external wiring a
3 amp fuse should be fitted
in the supply .
The patented electric
regulator built integrally
into the pump, offers a
choice of 4 positions
enabling the cir1,1clation rate
to be selected at will. This
unique regulator is far simpler than the changing of
impellers or pulleys as with
other heating circulators.
The regulator simplifies
circuit balancing, can give
increased output as building
extensions are added and
enables indentical pumps to
be used in a multi-zone
heating system. Output
tables indicate the regulator
settings for each of the
three pump sizes.
Details from John R.
Taylor Ltd.

HOLPAK Packaged Pressure Systems are manufactured in
Ireland by HOLFELD HYDRAULICS to the highest possible
standards.

APPLICATIONS
General cold water supply for services
Fire Hose Reel Installations • Wash Water and Backwash
Systems • Drinking water supply • Machinery washing
installations • Irrigation Systems • Group Water Schemes •
Industrial Cooling Systems •

ADVANTAGES
Every HOLPAK is a fully tested. self-contained automatic unit
which requires the minimum of installation and commissioning
time • Choice of pipework materials • Each HOLPAK has all
electrical switchgear, panel and motor connections pre-wired at
Works • Our standard range consists of 25 Models each
incorporating GRUNDFOS Multistage pumps • Larger
HOLPAKS individually designed to client's requirements •
Expert design advice available at all times.
We guarantee a high quality product at competitive prices allied
to a prompt and efficient service and welcome enquiries from
interested parties worldwide.

2-4 Merville Road. Stillorgan Dublin, Ireland
Telephone 01-952001 (24 hours)
Telegrams HOLFELD Dublin
Telex 25156EI. 24482EI
30
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HOLFELD HYDRAULICS
H. R. Holfeld (Hydraulics) Limited
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PUMPS AND CIRCULATORS
Pillinger
Pillinger, the water boosting pressurisation company, announces the launch
of a complete range of
building services pumps .
With over 1,100 models to
choose from it is believed to
be one of ten most comprehensive ranges available.
The pumps range from
small centrifugal monobloc
to sump, sewage and borehole pumps. Those of most
interest to the h & v industry are the close coupled inline circulating pumps,
whichcan be supplied for
either horizontal or vertical
mounting, with maximum
flow rates of 36 L/ s and
heads up to 25.5 m. They
should be able to satisfy
most circulating needs in
both chilled and hot water
systems. Included in the
range of circulators are belt
driven pumps with a maximum flow rate of 53 L/ s
and heads up to 18m. These
pumps are ideal where the
exact duty is not known as
teh pump pulleys can be
changed to vary the speed .
More details from : G W
Monson & Sons Ltd (NI)
and Pillinger Ireland Ltd .

Euro Pumps
Euro Pumps see themselves
as moving very nicely in the
market at present. In spite
of th e fact that the total
market is becoming depressed they fee l their overall
share has increased and
thus are reasonably happy
that they are still on the
correct course.
Apart from consolidating
their leading position in the
domestic market, they have
become well known in the
mechanical services field
with the complete r;:tnge o f
'Euramo' products including the larger 'CIOOO/
C2000' glandless circulators; the 'LRB/ JRB' single
and twin glanded pump-sets
and the 'PM' range o f
monobloc end suction
pumps.
Undoubtedly, the success
that .Euro Pumps are enjoying is due in the main to the
fact that the Euramo
range is of such high quality, which gives total reliability and super-silent operation. A further contributing
factor is that a wide range

of stocks are kept in both
Cork and Dublin for
immediate
off-the-shelf
deliveries in most cases.
Euro Pumps Ltd also act
for Pressman (Pressurisation) Ltd who are manufacturers of the most comprehensive range of pressurisation units for heating systems and general purpose
cold water boosting equipment in Europe. These fully
packaged sets are very
competitively priced and
built to the highest specification and standard of
finish possible. Delivery
periods on this equipment
are very fashionable and
can be programmed to meet
almost any requirements.
Zwicky Engineering Ltd
have recently appointed
Euro Pumps Ltd as their
sole stockist/distributor for
the complete range of
Zwicky uniplex and biplex
filters, Zwicky controlled
pressure reducing/ regulating valves and the complete
range of viking rotary gear
pumps. This helps Euro
Pumps Ltd to further their
ambitions with the mechanical services sector inasmuch as the Zwicky equipment fills in probably the
only gap in the Euramo /
Pressman range, namely on
the oil handling side. The
' Pumplex' duplciate gear
pump set should be of particular interest for oil handl ing and storage ' on-site' .
With the acquisition of
the Zwicky representation
this brings Euro Pumps Ltd
yet another step nearer their
goal of becoming the special ist pump supplier to the h
& v trade . A full 24 hour
service is available for the
equipment handled .
As with the Euramo and
Pressman equipment the
Zwicky name is also widely
known and respected and
all in all with these three
'aces ' . At their disposal
Euro Pumps Ltd look
forward
confidently to
another year where they
should once more increase
their share of the market whilst still giving the customer the service for which
they
are
becomin g
renowned . For fur ther details contact Jim Blatherwick at Dublin 876448 or
Don Lauhoff at Cork
43822 .

Pressmain (Pressurisation) Co. Ltd. are manufacturers
of the most comprehensive range of pressurised
water-boosting equipment in Europe.

GV 100 unit
The most competitively .
priced unit available
for the medium
temperature system.
Working pressure
up to 5 bar (73 p.s.i.g.).
Maximum flow
temperature of 130°C
. All fully
(265
F)
°
packaged and preset.

SA 10 unit
A series of fully
packaged. preset,
pressurisation units for
low temperature systems
up to flow temperature
of 94°C (200°F).
Maximum working
pressure 3 bar
(43 p.s.i.g.).

Euro Pumps limited
Greystones. Co. Wick low.
Tel : Dublin 876448
Cork Office: Tel : 41388 & 43603.
PP2
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PUMPS AND CIRCULATORS
Packaged Sets
The Crane S-range has been
developed into two complementary ranges of packaged glandless pump sets
specifically designed for
projects requiring a duty
and standby pumping
facility. The Twin S and
DCS S-range have been
designed to comprehensively accommodate all types
of system requirements in a
fully automatic, compact,
versatile and
reliable
package that is as easy to
install as a single pump and
which
therefore offers
considerable savings in onsite installation costs . The
non-return
flap valve,

housed in the delivery manifold, automatically and
positively closes-off flow to
the non-operational leg of
the set at any time due to
pressure imparted to it from
the operational pump. An
operator, having changed
over from duty to standby,
can no longer forget to reopen valves thus unbalancing the system. When both
pumps are operated simultaneously the flap valve
automatically takes up a
central position in the manifold.
For further information
on Crane Pumps contact
Pump Services Ltd, Dublin,
Belfast and Cork.

Fin heat

H. R. Holfeld
H.R. Holfeld offer the Holpak packaged cold water
and fire hosereel booster
sets, a complete range of
Grundfos single and twin 3speed industrial heating circulators, jet-pak booster
system for flats, small
hotels etc., Grundfos boiler
feed and submersible borehole pumps, Homa and
Unistar sump pumps,
Calpeda centrifugal pumps,
Loewe twin floor-mounting
heating pump and Grundfos in-line heating pumps in
single and twin versions up
to IOOmm pipe size.

Finheat Ltd., have recently
launched the Baric range of
pressurisation units and
sealed system for heating
systems.
SERIES IPS
Baric IPS series pressurisation units are of compact
design and elinimate the
need for a nitrogen cushion
vessel
and
associated
controls.
Complete
packaged construction factory assembled, tested and
piped for minimum site
installation. The units are
equipped
with
quiet
running, duplicate pumps

A general view of the Pump Services Ltd workshops at
Dublin.

operating in sequence. Internally coated spill tank is
suitably sized to accommodate the system expansion and a plastic ball blanket
reduces water contact with
the atmosphere. Integral
controls require a 3 phase,
50HZ, 4 wire supply to an
interlocked isolator. Run &
trip lamps, selector switches
and low pressure alarm
lamp are standard features.
Outgoing terminals are
provided for 'fail safe' low
pressure boiler interlock to
lock out the boiler in the
event of a low pressure
condition occurring.
SERIES MV & MVS
To save valuable plant
room space and site installation time Baric pumps
offer fully packaged, factory tested sealed system
comprising expansion vessel
and auto-make up set prepiped and electrically wired,

Ratl~(arnlwm,

all mounted on a st rongly
constructed steel baseplate.
A single system pipework
connection is required and
cold water mains supply to
the pump break tank. The
electric supply is single
phase, 50Hz and the unit
can be equipped with pump
starter and 'Fail Safe' controls.
Multiple
vessel
systems are available. The
Baric packaged MVS series
combines the advantages of
series MY and additionally
included duplicate duty and
standby pumps, factory
wired composite control
panel with auto-pump
changover,
indication
lamps and facia mounted
pressure gauge. Low pressure 'Fail Safe' controls are
standard and high pressure
is optional.
Electrical supply is single
phase, 50Hz.

The Crane pump.

The Holpak packaged booster set.
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SIGMA PUMPS

G.M.R. SERIES

SUBMERSIBLES
C.Z.M. SERIES

CSERIES
C NSERIES

ReCOnair

Ltd. __

wes-tingh-ou
. . . A;,condhkm;ng

Unit 4A Coolock Industrial Estate, Dublin 5
Telephone: (01) 470611 -470209-470113 Telex: 31356
Also available on pageboy Tel: (01) 972229 Unit 804- 547-345
IHVN News, Ju ly 1980
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PUMPS AHD CIRCULATORS

Co. Name:

COMPANIES SUPPLYING
PUMPS AND
CIRCULATORS

Alfa-Lavel (Ireland) Ltd

Kylemore Park West,
Dublin 10

Henry R Ayton Ltd

Tel. No.

Telex No: Product Name

Alta-Laval

/ 64411

2 4736

Unit 49-50 Broomhill Road,
Tallaght, Co Dublin

517922

5190

British Labour

Bentley Instrument
Co Ltd

4A Greenville Ave, Dublin 8.
Also 16 Belmont Rd , Belfast

754280

5759

Sihi; Ryaland

Consolidated Pumps Ltd

Knockmenagh Rd. Clondalkin,
Co Dublin

593471

30489

Ingersoll-Rand; Fristam; Mather & Platt;
J H Bornemann

Celtic Engineering Co

25 Gt Strand St, Dublin 1

747091

4315

Goulds

D P Engert & Co Ltd

7 Ardee Rd, Dublin 6

977531

4289

Stuart Turner

Euro Pump Ltd
also at

Cooleen, Laburnum Lawn,
Cork
Greystones, Co Wicklow

(021)
41388
876448

Finheat Ltd

34 Watling St, Dublin 8

778109
778120

J Gleeson & Co Ltd

Caherdavin, Ennis Rd,
Limerick
50 Dartmouth Sq, Dublin 6

(061)
54455
767051

N M Gordon & Co

6 Ambleside Drive, Bangor,
Co Down BT204QB

61303

Heiton McFerran Ltd

Ashfield, Naas Rd. Clondalkin,
Co Dublin

516588

31058

Grundfos

Hevac Ltd

Lomand Ave, Dublin 3

379673

5827

Guinard

Hydromin Ltd

lveagh Court, 6-7 Harcourt Rd,
Dublin 2

780779

30398

Jacuzzi

John Hind & Sons Ltd

Prince Regent Rd.
Belfast BT56RS

(084)
50221

Holden & Brook

Hendron Bros Ltd

19-23 Little Patrick St,
Belfast BT1 51 BA

(084)
24261

Worthington
Simpson

H R Holfeld Ltd also at
Belfast

Sandyford Industrial Estate,
Leopardstown Rd, Dublin 18

952001

Grundfos; Homa;
Lee-Howel; Loewe;
Calpeda; Sulzer;
Crown Pumps; Emu;
Sothert & Pitt;
Simon Warmen;
Lewa.

also at

34

Address:

2

Hill-Foster
Euramo

30751

Baric

Biral
8287
SMC Ltd
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PUMPS AHD CIRCULATORS
MCW ltd

9 Wynnfield Rd, Dublin 6

976729

30217

Pullen Pumps;
Stanhope

McCraig Collim ltd

Green Wood Ave, Belfast
Belfast BT43JJ

(084)
646212

Mono Pumps ltd

Dublin Industrial Estate,
Dublin 11

300744

Mansell Mitchell & Co ltd Windmill lane, Dublin 2

773121

Myson (Ireland) ltd

Parkmore Industrial Estate,
Dublin 12

509075

G W Monson & Sons ltd

18 Ballyblack Rd, Newtownards,
Co Down

812350

lowara (Ireland) ltd &
Flow ltd

63 Carysfort Ave, Blackrock,
Co Dublin

880656
886609

O'Brien International ltd

128 lnchicore Rd, Dublin 8

757815

Armstrong

Pillinger of Ireland ltd

20 Sycamore St, Dublin 8

777007

Holden & Brooke

PWS Ireland ltd

Industrial Estate, Cellbridge,
Co Kildare

288061

5436

Flygt; Sumo; Satex

Pump Services ltd also
at Pump Services (NI)
ltd,
and Cork

Willbrook Rd, Dublin 14
56 Distillery St, Belfast BT125BJ

903371
28136

4805
747529

Crane; Wilden; ABS
Speck; Blackman;
Ibex; Tuthill.

Pullen Pumps

4168

Mono; SSP Pumps;
MSP Pumps
Grundfos

4218

Myson

Pillinger

4409

lowara

More and More you can see GRUNDFOS
Circulator Pumps- but you never hear
them!
GRUNDFOS Multi-Speed. A range of
Commercial Heating Pumps that combine
flexibility with economy. The Pump
Performance is matched to the System
Heatload by Automatic or Manual Control
of Pump Speed.
The Pumps are designed for the simplest
or most advanced Systems, where
reliability, efficiency and power saving are
needed. GRUNDFOS Multi-Speed has all
the answers.
Complete Range of Single and Twin
Pumps available Ex Stock Dublin.

2-4 Merville Road , Stillorgan Dublin, Ireland

01 (24 hours)
ephone 0 1-9520Te
Telegrams HOLFELD Dublin
, 24482
156
Telex25
EI
EI
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HOLFELD HYDRAULICS
H. R. Holfeld (Hydraulics) Limited
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PUMPS AND CIRCULATORS
Remac Ltd

11 Mercer St. Dublin 2

753053

5553

KBS

Reconair Ltd

Unit 4A Coolock Industrial
Estate, Dublin 5

470611

31356

Sigma

Southern Engineering
Co Ltd

Parnell Place, Cork

(021)
55922

Sermet (NI) Ltd

11 Lisburn St, Hillsborough

682531

Terra Sykes Ltd

106 Lagan Rd, Dublin Industrial
Estate, Dublin 11

308522

John R Taylor Ltd

Naas Rd. Dublin 11

783255

5427

SMC

Unidare Ltd

Finglas, Dublin 11

771801

5141

Unidare; Stork

Veha Ltd

Wicklow, Co Wicklow, also at
Cork & Galway

(0404)
2278

Walker Air
Conditioning Ltd

Dublin Industrial Estate,

300844

Worthington Simpson
Ltd

Unit T3 Stillorgan Industrial Park,
Stillorgan, Co Dublin

952606

Wilo Engineering Co

Raheen Industrial Estate,
Limerick

(061)
40444

Worthington
Simpson
747796

Armstrong
Sykes

Vema

4862

Girdlestone

}")ttv,r1 LD
l) ''-dJ AP-. ?>
Worthington
Simpson

28202

Wilo

Domestic
Circulating
Pumps
* Vema pumps have over the past number of
years built up a reputat!on for dependability and
value which is second to none.
* They come with a choice of isolating valves to
suit either copper or G. B.
* All models have variable head and flow and
have a self-protected single-phase motor which
gives long life and silent running.

Depots:
Dublin 01-783466/500931
091-61549
Cork 021-504268/506553
Galway

36

Fmm\\'l1~l
LIMITED
WICKLOW · IRELAND
0404-2278
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NEWS DESK

The new 6000 sq .ft stores and offices of 8 /ackenberg at Sa/doyle
Industrial Estate. A .further 4500sq .ft are to be added shortly.

Blackenberg Ltd have recly moved to new prees in the Baldoyle Industrial Estate. The new stores
a nd offices are a symbol of
the rapid development of
thi s new compa ny only
formed in 1978 and is solely
owned by Bill Black and his
wife. The main areas of
operation o f the company
are the sales a nd service of

Some stock steam boilers at Blacken berg's new stores.

BLACKENBERC
MOVE TO NEW
PREMISES

Danth er m
p ro d ucts,
Perkins industrial steam
and hot water boil ers and
the sales and hire of reconditioned boilers and air
heaters. The company also
o ffers
a
m a int en a nc e
service on a n annual con tract basis a nd have at
present four service engineers

YOU'VE GOT IT MADE.

Wrth Europakyou certainty have.
All our roof units with the exception of the tWo largest sizes
- soomm and 100omm- arriVe pre- assembled and packed in
one carton ready for action. Fans come in a separate carton so
installation is fast and simple.
IncidentallY. we dont assemble the two largest models
because you'd be hard pressed to man- handle them on site.
Europak roof unitS are the best you can buy.
Tllevre made to a new design in fibreglass with an,adVanced
shape and a lower profile.
And each one is powered by our superb Euroseries axial flow
rotor motor. A unique concept that gives silent,vibration-free
running and greater efficiency.
Europak roof units are available in 10 sizes. so you can match
a size to virtuallY any application.
From the moment you open the box, you'Ve got it all
together with Europak.

--------------------weve got roof units all wrapped up.

Please send me literature on Europak.

Sole Irish Agents

DAN CHAMBERS LTO.
Have now moved to
57/58 North Brunswick Street,
Dublin 7. Tel: 720971, 720448,
720555.

IHVN 7/80
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NEW PRODUCTS
DAN FOSS
BORE
THERMOSTATS
FOR
MICRO

The new pH meter from l/L.

Panel Mounted
PH Meter/
Controller

A new panel mounted pH
meter has been introduced
by ElL Analytical Instruments, the water analysis
specialists of Kent Industrial
Measurements (a
Brown Boveri Kent Company) represented in Ireland
by I. I. L. the instrument
people.
The Model 9160 pH
meter incorporates a linear
motor indicator and provides accurate measurement
of pH and redox (ORP)
signals. Standard instruments are scaled 0-14pH
and 0.800mV, but alternative ranges with spans of 8
or lOpH may be produced
to order. The linear motor
driven indicator has a scale

lehgth of 13cm for ease of
reading, and this provides a
discrimination of O.lpH (or
5mV) on the standard scale.
Model 9160 can be combined with any of ElL's
wide range of electrode
systems to suit differint
applications. Used with the
2867 electrode system, the
unit will provide simple
on / off control of, for example, effluent treatment,
together with an output to a
chart recorder. Proportional dosing control from the
output signal of the meter
might be supplemented by
high and low alarms signifying abnormal deviation
from the control band.

The Residential Heating few products meeting the
Division of Danfoss an- installers
requirements,
nounce the introduction of from his local stockists.
two new versions of their
Danfoss have taken steps
popular RA VL radiator to rectify this situation by
thermostat to meet the in- introducing a twin entry
creasing demands for instal- version of their popular
lation in both new and RA VL radiator thermostat
existing microbore heating with twin inlets for lOmm
systems, and to help copper tube and a Vzin BSP
overcome the three main connection to the radiator.
reasons for the reluctance Known as the RA VL 15/ 6
of the installer to fit radia- it can be fitted with eith
tor thermostats into micro- the standard RA VL built-in
bore systems, i.e. the pro- or remote sensors, thus
blem of adapting standard ensuring that Dan foss
15mm valves, to the smaller quality and accuracy is
tube sizes and the resulting ·maintained, the latter being
appearance (when making essential for fuel economy.
opposite end connections),
Further
information
the absence of a twin entry from J J Sampson & Son
radiator thermostat, and Ltd, 12A Wexford St,
the non-~vailability of the Dublin 2, (Tel: 752317).

Myson Launches
Eurofan
Myson Fans Limited, a Myson Group company, announces the introduction of
the Myson Eurofan. With
the Myson Eurofan, any
foot mounted motor manufactured anywhere in the
world (to metric standard)
can be fitted to the fan,
enabling the user to standardise on complete plant installation and to facilitate
replacement. •
The range of Eurofans
covers 10 diameters from
305 to 1905mm (12 to 75")
38

and fan performances range
from 300 to 300,000 m3/hr .
Static pressures of up to
510mm (5.10K N/m2) can
be achieved with multi-staging.
Fans can be supplied for
handling mildly corrosive
atmospheres by protecting
them with an epoxy (polymide) paint which has resistance to corrosive fumes.
For further information:
Ventac & Co Ltd, Grand
Canal Quay, Dublin 2, (Tel:
713499 Telex: 5307).

One of the Europak range of cased axial fans, with controller by Roof
Units Ltd from Dan Chambers Ltd.
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NEW PRODUCTS
NewCiass1
Combustion
Control
Th e newly developed J.J. Ventilation 'SF' Ventilator is a roof mounting
fire/smoke ventilator.

J.J. Range
of Fire
Ventilators
J .J. Ventilation (lnternatiolal) Limited, the industrial
and commercial ventilation
specialists, announce the
introduction of new equipment and the re-designing
of some products in the
company's existing range.
Two of the new items of
equipment
have
been
developed in response to the
growing demand
from
· ustry for purpose desigfire ventilation systems
and they complement the
existing J .J . natural exhaust
/ fire Louvred Ventilator
which has been successfully
tested at the Fire Insurers
Research
Organisation
(FIRTO) testing centre at
Borehamwood, in the UK.
The J .J. 'DF' Ventilator
is also designed for natural
air exhaust/ fire applications and incorporates fully
controllable lateral dampers
for day to day ventilation.
When planned as a component part of .the energy
conservation
ventilation
scheme, the 'DF' ventilator
provides extraction without
the need for additional
power.
The J.J . 'SF' Ventilator
is a roof mounting fire /
smoke ventilator providing
a large free area of exhaust.

The top dampers are held
closed under spring tension
and overall function is
controlled by a fusible link
which separates in the event
of fire, causing the dampers
to open automatically.
The new J.J. 400 Low
Profile Extract Unit is designed for commercial and
semi-industrial applications
and features a variable
speed motor suitable for
conventional single-phase
power supplies. The lownoise aerofoil section fan
makes the unit very suitable
for canteens, restaurants,
kitchens, drawing offices,
etc.
The J.J. 'Inblo' Unit has
always been available with ·
four-way, two-way or high
velocity Discharge Heads
and the latter has now been
completely re-designed for
maximum efficiency. A
deflecting skirt, fitted
around the discharge point,
removes turbulance from
the main airstream while ·
adjustable louvres for controlling air distribution can
be locked in their selected
positions.
Further
information
from Eurenco Sales Ltd
106 The Coombe, Dublin
(Tel: 755557) .
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The new Class I combustion control solenoid valve
ranges , Type SA, now
available from ITT Controls , . MacLaren Division ,
covers fast opening and step
slow opening models with
adjustable flow s.
Sizes cover , 3/4 , I , I V2
and 2 BSPP sizes in four
operating· modes, which
meets the majority of requirements for control of
main gas in commercial and
industrial power and atmospheric gas burner applications. ·
The Class I valves are
suitable for forced and induced gas burners and
burner trains and in each
category a range of standard sizes is available giving

air flow s from 9.8 m3/ h
(346ft3/ h) to 75 m3/ h (2649
ft3 / h) at 2.5 mbar (I in wg) .
The solenoid coil is internally de rectified for noiseless and trouble-free operation and, when energized ,
pushes the plunger and
valve disc against a return
spring, opening the valve.
The spindle runs in a
PTFE bearing and is protected from contamination
by a diaphragm. An integral filter is also fitted to
protect the valve seat disc
and other downstream
items of plant.
Further
information
from: C & F Ltd, Glenside
Industrial Estate, Mill
Lane, Palmerstown, Dublin
20, (Tel: 3649I7).

The class I combustion control solenoid valve fr om ITT Controls.
IHVN News, July /980
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FINANCE FOR SOB·CONTRACTORS
The design and control of
systems is a job for a man
who can think in both financial and physical terms and
who understands the implications of what he is proposing in relation to his
company. In controlling the
running of his contracts , he
must use the base tender
figures
and
quantities
included in the make-up of
his original price.
Ordering
the
correct
materials and recruiting the
required labour will be
automatic but to ensure
that the contract achieves a
profit he must monitor his
costs as they occur and
take the necessary steps to
correct
any
difference
shown. Costs on contracts
should be shown individually and, depending on the
size of the job , this simple
excercise can be done and
easily controlled using the
example shown in Figure 1.
In this example you can
see from month to month
your costs in both labour
and material accumulating
and, by examining your
actual castings with your
original tender figures, you
can tell at a glance the
stage of a contract to the
given date. This control
also gives warning if your
labour costs are out of line
with your tender and
enables you to correct the
situation while the contract
is in progress. Without this
you could in fact be losing
money on the contrac
without knowing, only N
find out at the end of the
job when it is too late .
The same applies to the
material castings which
could be over the tender
amount allowed, and with
this control you can calculate what percentage of
the contract has been completed on the material side
and estimate the value of
material needed to complete the job . If it is too high
or too low you can take the
necessary action to cut
your losses or increase your
profits.
Again the amount of time
consumed in implementing
this control is minimal compared with the amount of
time you will spend trying
to find out what went
wrong if disaster occurs.
Your claims, cash and
40

Cost
Control on
Individual
Contracts
The author of the above article,
Robert McClean, is Account and
Services Manager, Rotary Group.

cost control can all be applied to this one form, and by
building up a library of completed contracts you will
have a history of various
jobs showing you the fol -

I ow i ng:
( 1) Was this type of job
profitable or disasterous?
(2) Was the profit made on
material?
(3) Were the losses made

on material?
(4) Was the profit made on
labour?
(5) Were the losses made
on labour?
(6) Did this contract cause
any labour problems?
(7) Was the architect/ consultant reasonable?
(8) Was payment certificate issued on time?
(9) Did the builder pay you
on time?
Various other points are
available from this control
but most important is that if
you have a series of the
same type of job you can
adjust your estimate if necessary to allow for the
changes which occured
during the job. You can also
become more competitive
in tendering for larg ~
contracts by studying t~
amount of increased costs ,
variations
and
extras ,
labour savings etc . that
occured.
Finally, all notes relating
to the estimate of each contract should be studied
carefully in order to obtain
the maximum discounts
from your suppliers for the
purchase of materials and
to try to improve on the
prices tendered for by way
of bulk order buying .
Labour should also be
studied to achieve the maximum efficiency of your
operatives and to plan the
various stages of the job
and control the workforce
necessary .

Figure 1 ORIGINAL TENDER
Date
June 79

Labour
7,000

Material
11,000

Profit
2,000

Labour
1,000

Material
1,000

Extras
1,000

ACTUALCOSTSINCURRED
Date
July
Aug .
Total to date
Sept.
Total to date
Oct.
Total to date
Nov.
Total to date
Dec.
Totals

Claims
4,000
4,000
6,000
10,000
7,000
17,000
6,000
23,000
23,000

Cash

4,000
4,000
6,000
10,000
7,000
17,000
6,000
23,000

Labour
1,000
,000
2,000
3,000
1,000
4,000
2,000
6,000
1,000
7,000
7,000

Material

Total

2,000
3,000
5,000
1,000
6,000
4,000
10,000
1,000
11,000
1,000
12,000

3,000
5,000
8,000
2,000
10,000
6,000
16,000
2,000
18,000
1,000
19

Profit
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.Carlyle from Walker
is energy efficiency
~1he ur.beatable ra~e ofenergy miser heat pum~ ~u ill~

-u

®Heat ~aim reciprocating
chi lten; featuring
doiAble b~ndle condetlsers

® ~odiAlirte and fi1odubox

VAV flyfJte~ with in~tent
~-balarlcirt9 savin95

® Unikol comRuter

proqramme ~5

lrJ li!-fJ~~t 'fOIA in
.
c:Je\ectaon Of ihe rno~t ertetqy effie•evtt sy5tem

kV!~.I!!~~.~~ Conditioning
Dublin Industrial Estate, Finglas Road, Dublin 11. Tel: Dublin 300844 Telex: 4862
9a Cherryhi/1 Road, Dundonald, Belfast BT/6 OJH. Tel: Dundonald 5235 Telex: 747681
Washington Road, Unit lOB, Abbotsinch Industrial Estate, Paisley PA 3-4E T
Tel: Glasgow 887 0551 Telex : 779406
Also Edinburgh (Tel: Edinburgh 553 1720)
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Marley
makes your
pipe dreams
come tru.e!
MARLEY SINGLE STACK LAYOUT

part of today's most successful soil
and waste system. Saves time, cost
and space. Make your p1pe dreams
come true-write or phone for full
details and literature, to:

Marley

Plumliing
Manufactured in Ireland and marketed by

MARLEY

Flooring and Plumbing Ltd. ,
Lucan, Co. Dublin. Telephone: 01-280691 .
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